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BQUATIONS 0' PLASMA PHYSICS 

(.) .1••••• 
A pluma ia a. ,81 of ch8l'led particles ader condltiou where 

collectlve electromqnetic interactions dominate over interactions 

between individual particles. Plasmu have been called the fourth state 

of matter [lJ. As one adda heat to a solid. It adercoes a phaa. 

transition tm.eltlnc) to become a liquid. More heat causes the liquid to 

boil Into a ,aa. Addine.un more enefIY causes the ,81 to 10ni2e (i.e. 

some of the ne,ative electrons become dissociated from. their ,as 

atoma. leavine positlvely ch8l'led ions). Above lOO,OOO·K, moat 

matter ionizes into a pluma. While the earth ia a relatively 

pluma-free bubble (ulde from fluorescent lIchts, U,htainl diach8l'les, 

and mqnetic fusion enefIY experiments) 99.K of the universe ia In 

the pluma state Ce.,. .tara and moat of interstellar space). 

Tho. a plas.. ia a ,as, the dominance of collective 

interactions makes the behavior quite different from th\t deacri~ by

,81 dynamica. The so-called plasma parameter, = (8:; ]3/2/n (e ia 

the ch8l'le of an electron. n is the electron deuity and kT ia the 

temperature in eneraY anita) must be much leas than unity for this 

"plaama approximation" to be valid. In this cue. it is appropriate to 

replace an exact description of the position and velocity of every 

particle by a deuity fIlCx.,v,t) cbt dv in position-velocity phue .pace 

for every ".pecies" of particle II (e,. electrou. different types of 

lona). This lives the number of particles of a liven species per unit 

volume at a particular value . of (x.v) E a6. The exact description 

would make fa a sum. of I-functlou. one for each particle, but the 

collective nature of the pluma 1UHeat8 that It ia a UHfulldeallzatlon 

to usume the fa's to be smooth. Notice that In hYdrodynam.lca one 

usually aaaum.es the velocity to be a faction of position, whereu here 
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we may hav. pertlcl. of many different velocltl. .t each point III 

apace. 

Partlcl. move In pbue epace for two realonl: they chanae 

their apatial position x If they have a Don-aero velocity, Ind they 

chanle their velocity v If they feel a non-sero force. Here the oDly 

force we will conllder .. the electromllDetic Lorentz -force 

ea(B+~XB) due to the electric field B and mapetic field B. n.e 

are vector flelde on apatlal r. e a II the charae of • particle of 

lpeel. a. ad c Is the apeeel of licht (whIcb .ppean beeaun we are 

usiq Gauuian unill) [2J. 

If the B and B field. were due to external acenll. and the 

particl. did not affect one another. then the evolution of the 

diatribution fa would be Just transport alonl the flow In phue Ipace 

lenerated by the Liouville equation: 

af 
• ---! = 0,av 

afa 
where ma is the ma.. of a particle of apeei. a, -ax is the 

af 
rrradient of fain the x directions. and ----! is the v-rrradient. Here, 

Band B are prescribed vector-valued ':nctions of Ipace and timej 

liven Initial values for the fa' one seeb their evolution in time. 

The complexity of real pluma behavior is due to the fact that 

the Band B fields are affected by the pluma particles themaelv •. 

One thinks of the pluma u having a cbarce density 

and a current density 

These act .. 8OW'C. for the electromllDetic field, which evolves 

accordina" to Maxwell's equations. The entire coupled set is called the 

Maxwell-Vlasov equations [3J: 
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!c: !! =v X B - [ I a Iff) v d ] ;4.r8t e a a X,v v 

!!!.=-VXB 
c: 8t 

Maxwell 

v·B=O 

The electromqnetic field here is due to the smoothed particle 

distribution. If one wanted to include some particle discreteness 

effects, the zero in the V1uov equation could be replaced by a term 

civinc the chanae in fa due to particle "collisions" (which are really 

just electromqnetic interactions that we ilnored when we smoothed 

fa" In this cue the equation is known as the Boltzmann equation 

ad the typical effect is ~ cause distributions to relax to 
-Maxwellian" form ffx.v) ex: e-mv 12kT at each point x. 

(b) St.pltftc:atton8 

We may treat the Maxwell-Vluov equations as an initial value 

problem where we are civen initial conditions fa(x,v), B(x), and B(x) 

consistent with the constraints, and we wish to solve for the time 

evolution. As yet, ollly a little is bown rieorous]y about the 

existence, uniqueness and qualitative behavior of the solutions to these 

equations. To help with aaI:vsis, one looks at a series of simplified 

sets of equations which are expected to realistically model the 

physical behavior in restricted parameter reelmes. Understanding the 

relations between the animals in this zoo of simplifications is itaelf a 

chaUenaine mathematical problem. 
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I. If we are tateruted ta alow electroatatic phenomeDa we 
may take the Ilmit c _ -. Thit .lbaiut.. lIQIletic effecta ad 

makea the electro-mapetic field a alave to the particl... with laO 

badependent evolution of Ita own. The reaultlq IIPt_ of equationa It 

bown u the PoiuoD-Vloaov equationa: 
oatald 

dtv B- i. curlB=O 

aiabtPoiuon 'a D.me Is uaed here bec.uae curl B =0 impHel th.t B .ria.. 

from a potential V aatilfyina Poitlon'a equ.tion AV CIC i. Tbil 

aame aet of equ.tiona d ..cribea the evolution of a ....1 .. of m...ive 
the tbodi... Uke atars. under the lDfluence of Newtoni.n aravitational 
DWIlerfore... In Wa conten IOmew., about the eDltence and uniqueDest 

of IOlotioDS Is known. In 4 .patial dimenaioDS there ia collapee for 

Newtonian interactioDS. In 2 dimeDliona the IOlotion ia fine for all 

time If the initial cODditiona are compactly lupported (4). Not 

mucb II known about the phyaically relevant 3 dimensional case. _ 

II. If we are dealina with • cold pl..ma, then there ia not 

much disperaion in the velocity distribUtion function .t each point. ID 
deve1c 

tbis c..e it ia realOn.ble to restrict attention to distributions that are 

I-functions in the velocity direction: 

and • 

----.. 11( 

The evolution here b closely related to compressible fluid equatioDS. under. 
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fluid equations. 

m. In both the atell.r dynamic. .nd the electroetatlc pl••ma 

Iltuatlo... people h.ve .tadled .0 c.Ued "w.ter-...... .odel. [5J 

where the dl.trlbutlon function ia 1 in • reaion ofx.v .p.ce and 0 

olltalde it: If we let W. diatrlbutlon 

evolve via the Liouville ,",uatlona. it remaina a water ..... but the ba, 

mi,ht try to curl over itaeif: repreaenUne 

the fomalion of • .hock wave. Water-bee models .re ,ood for 

numerical .tudies. Por example, initial conditions representine 2 

......... wI'h dlfe..... veloc1t1.. typically
_OF:::; 
develop "fingers" which .prout "tendril." 

..d ,et tangled up: It is • challenge to 

understand this behavior. perhaps utilizing slrance attractors. 



IV. If the mapetlc neld 18 larae aDd primarily external. then 

the parUc!es like to wind around the field lin.. in U-ht little helic .. tna 

(because of the v )( B force): We co to al 

beam 

the 
write the equatiolUl of motion for the so-called ·8Uid.... center· Gf 

fineel 
these little loops. Conslderinr a distribution function of lUidiq 

centera, we .et a 8Uidinr center plasma. In the preseDce of external 

fore.. or ...adlents in the mapetic field. the pidiq centers ·drift" Doth 
accordina to specifiable laws. Por example. in the presence of an 

electric field. we .et drifts in the direction of 

B )( B: 

If the equipotentials enclose bOunded regiolUl; then the drifts 

in loops: Restricting to 

corre 

Man 

Inste 

we f 

to -1can flow 
prope: 

mass 

x,y and 
momt 

iBre
callina the pidin, center delUlity p(x.y). the evolution in a cOlUltant 

mapetic field Bz and 0 electric field due to the ,.rUdes and a 

uniform neutralizinr backeround is liven by Pt = Ct.-1(p - 1). 

p) where Ca.b) = a,;by - Byb ' This equation is precisely the samex We i 
as that which describes vorticity evolution in 2 dimensional fluids. 

f-spa
Much of the analysis of fairly artificial vorticity examples becomes 

evoh
quite realistic in this context. For example a vortex blob (vorticity 1 

810811 

hieri 

Bxac 
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.arlly ext.mal. then 

In tlrht Uttl. heUc.. 

We cen 
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function or lUidina 

presence of .xt.mal 

ddiq c.nt.... -drift" 

the presence of en 

:he clirectioD or 

[l the drifts can flow 

Itrictiq to x.y and 

)lution in a constant 

the particl.. and a 

't = Cta-1(p - I), 

is precisely the 8ame 

2 dimensional fluids. 

';y examples becomes 

rtex blob (vorticity 1 

tn a "'lion, 0 outside ttl 10 ..... difficult31. 0 

to approximate .xperimentally, but a pidinc c.nter blob ia .st a 

beam of partieI... One finds a variety of complicat.d behevlol'll In 

the evolution of th.s. blobs [6J, lncludinr stationary patterns, 

n..,..... and oscUlations, .imUar to those ••en for water bus. A. 

another example, point vortices ) : t ••• •L· · · . 
• • 

r 

correspond to a collection of discrete beams. 

V. The previous four simplifications were subsystems of the 

Maxwell-Vlasov system. The last simplification is a quotient instead. 

Instead of keepiq track or the whole distribution function. fa(x,v.t), 

we focus attention on the low order velocity moments, which turn out 

to be physically meanindul quantities. The zeroth moment is 

proportional to the char,e density ~a(x.t) = e I fa(x,v.t) dv ora 
mass density. The local averase velocity is related to the first order 

fa(x.v.t) v dv 
moment by va(x,t) = The tensor density P: j

fa(x.v.t) dv 

is related to the second order moments by: 

We have a map f _ (p,v), and one would hope that the flow in 

f-space "covers" the flow in p,v-space. Unfortunately the (p,v) 

evolution equations contain· Pij' and the Pij evolution depends on hiBher 

moments in a never-endinl heirarchy. In practice. one truncates this 

hierarchy and makes the assumption that Pij is a liven function of p. 

Exactly thi8 assumption ts made in obtainiq the equations for 
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comp.....lble fluid.. and 10 the reduced equation. are called the 

2-fhdd mode' for the plalma. B: 1 
It Is a leneral problem to ODderstand the apprommation IIuproc..... here. perhaps in the way that the relatlon.hip between 

we 
COIIIP....sible and incompressible fluid descriptions wes elucidated In ID C 
MaIda'. talk in this lemlnar. An understandina of how certain 

properti.. are preservea hal come from a leometric picture that has 

developed In the l..t 2-3 years, baaed on one which Arnold painted 

for Invi.cid fluid. about 15 years (7). We d..crlbe this,,0 
development in the following .ection. TIW 

Hu 
(c) HaMiltonian Structure 

Poisson manifolds are a leneralization of .ymplectic manifolds. 

which bve been used in leGmetric mechanics for about 30 years. A 

Poisson manifold is a manifold M with a Poisson bracket C,l 

defined so as to make Coo(M) a Lie algebra and additionally to satisfy 

a Leibniz rule: Cf,.h) = fCl,hl + gCf,h). More geometrically. this 

sives rise to a bilinear form B on the cotanaent bundle, defined by 

8(df••' = cr,I'. (Many ..pects of this structure were discovered by brae 
Lie Cel and were recently rediscovered by various~ people (9) with. alee - ~ 

no reference to Lie.' B sives rise to a map B: T M _ TM. If B is TeG 

non-derenerate, we may invert this map to get a symplectic 2-form. brac 
Poil8On .tructures are more interesting because they £!D be inva 
derenerate. Ideo 

The ranre of Ii is a linear .ubspace of each fibre in TN. brac 
Thus it is like a distribution, but the dimension Jumps as we move 

around in M. The Jacobi identity for C,) implies that the 

Probenius inte(rabllity condition is satisfied. thus, in so-called ~ 

resions where the ranae of Ii is of constant dimension. M is foliated 

by ...oath leaves. Since C,) restricted to these leaves is 

non-dqenerate. they have a natural symplectic .tructure. In fact, the pairi 

symplectic leaves exist even at non-rerular points. .0 Poisson for I 

manifolds are a promisina model for the Hamiltonian formulation of 

pbysical situations with parameters. in which the number of variables 

chanaes at certain limiting values (e.l. c _ 00'. 
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I formulation of 

ber of variables 

Polaaon .anllolda are the boae of Haailtonlan .,.tema, If 

H: M _ lit la a Hamiltonian function, then we can BcdK' I! tH the 	 f! 
: 1 

Hamiltonian vector field ..aoclated to It, Por an arbitrary function P 	 , , 
;i• 

we have (H" P c:: (P.K) 10 F c:: (PtH) deflnea the flow of (H' 

In coordinatea Xj thla I8YI 

• di. M 	 i', . 
fC. 	 C (L,H) = I 


I -~ 
 J-. 	
, 

'l'hla form of HamUton'a equations la due to Poiaaon. Note that aU 

Hami1tonlan vector fields are taqent to IYDlplectic leavea. 

In this framework, we may formulate the atabUity criterion of 

LaaraDl'e and Arnold [7J. If p eMit an equilibrium point for 

t H' then dH reatricted to the IYIDplectic leaf contaihlne p mUit vanlah 

at p. If d2H restricted to this leaf is defihlte. then p it amble 

equilibrium point for the flow restricted to the leaf. If in addition p 

itt in the replar redon, then stability bolds for the entire flow. 

There la a natural Poisaon bracket called the Lie-Poisson 
•bracket defined on e • the dual of a Lie alee bra e. If e !s the Lie 

aleebra of a aro~p G, then we may identify left- invariant functions on 

T·G with functions on e·, T·G has the natural canonical Poisson 

bracket which is preserved by left translations, 80 the apace of left 

invariant functions is closed under the operation of Poisson bracketa. 

Identifyinc this aubspace with we obtain the Lie-PoisaonC·.,·" 
bracket: 

CF,G)h.d = < p., [E . .!2.] > 
Ip. Ip. 

where p. e ,., F,G e Coo.,." .!!., !£ e , and < , > is the natural 
5p. 5p. 

•pairiDl' between I and,. In terms of the atructure constanta cUk 

for I this is: 

_ aF aa
CF.G)(p.) - I cUk II.j - -. 

Uk aP. J aP.k 
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•The .ymplectlc leave. In. of thia Pol.lOn bracket are exactly 
. . 

the orbit. of the coacUoint repreaentatlon of G in •. Tbl. fact " .. velo 

"discovered" by Ktrillov and others ... 1960, but Lie had the ....ult In Poil 

1890. Lie alao 'howed that any bomoaeneou. ,ymplectlc manifold la 

ODe of theae leaves, thua "predlacoverinl" forther ....ult. of the 

1960',. 
•Poiaaon bracket p....ervinl mapa J: M _ I from a Poillon 

mllbifold to the dual of a Lte aleebra are called momentum mappinp. 

By evaluation, .uch a map IIvea rise to a map I _ C-CM). Viewina 

the iDlale of an element of I as a Hamiltonian function. .uch maps 

are associated with Poi.son bracket preaervina actions of G OIl M. we : 

2:(~
Usually one 10es the other way. Start with a G action on M. ,et the .3.
Ulociated momentum mappina. and then notice that it Is G equivariant. 

8SS«>If M is a homoleneous IY'IIlplectic manifold, then the momentum 
ll'Oumappina must be a coverina onto a coadjoint orbit. 
ll'OuAll of the plasma equations mentioned above have Poisson 
of c.tructures. A structure for the Maxwell-Vlasov equations was found 
alge)

by Morrison [10l. An error [Ill was corrected by Marsden Ilbd 

Weinstein [12l. 
whidFor the Pois80n-Vlaiov equations, we consider the 

C
oo VlUlinfinite-dimensional Lie aleebra I = CIR6, of functions on 

VJas(.6 =(x,v) with the canonical Poisson bracket: 
dyna. 

be. 
with 

TheTbe Ulociated eroup is the eroup of diffeomorphisms of ", that 
•preserve (,). The dual .pace I =~'(.) is the .pace of equa1 

diatributions on .6 which we identify with the .pace of plasma
•diatributions. Using tbe Lie-Poisson bracket on If • the flow ,enerated 

by the HamUtonian 
re,ar 

for 1 

detail 

equatis exactly the Poisson-VJasov evolution. 
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" the flow lenerated 

The aulMt.,.ce h of • liven by affine liD.... functions of the 

velocity Ii ..(a)v, + bex) It actually a subalaebra. Workina out the 

Poillon bracket: 

we aee that this subalgebra il isomorphic to the semi-direct product 
oo

%fR3) X C (R3" where %(~) is the Lie algebra of vector fields on 

r. actina by differentiation on tOO,~). This Lie algebra is 

a..ociated with· the semidirect product Diff(1R3, X Coof~) of the 

croup of diffeomorphisms of R3 acting by puUback on the additive 

croup of functions on 1R3. This i8 the croup 1l8ed in the description 

of compre8sible fluids [13J. It has also appeared in the ·current 

algebra" approach to quantum field theory (14J. 

The injection h _ I gives us a natural surjection I _ h , 

which is a momentum mapping for the action of the fluid croup on the 

Vlasoy plasma manifold. While we have the relation between the 

Vlasov and fluid Poisson manifolds, complete understanding of the 

dynamics requires understanding of how the Hamiltonians relate. 

Some of the 8implifications which were subsystems tum out to 

be motions on coadjoint orbits. For example the water bag states 

with fixed area form a coadjoint orbit in the one-dimensional case. 

The Poisson bracket is just the one usually associated with the KdV 

equation (15J. but the Hamiltonian is different. 

(d) St.bUHy 

Another aet of interesting mathematical questions may be asked 

re,ardinc the stability of equilibrium configurations. A lood reference 

for the physics literature earlier than 1960 is [16J. The most 

detailed work has been done on the 1-dimen8ional Poisson-Vlasov 

equatioM: 
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!!. + v !!. + B !!. c o.
'et ex ev 

!!. • I f(x,v, dv - 1 ex 

where the 1 repreeentl 1m lamobUe DeutraUzlDl backiroUlld. The 

diatribuUODl fO(x,v' • fOev,. B • 0, I frl" dv • 1 are equllibrbuD 

.,luUme. For the etabWty aoalyN we Unearise 8r01Utd We fued 

point. With LaDdau [17l we Fourier anal:yze in x and Laplace 

transform in t. CThie w.. the beginnin, of Landau', work with movtDl 

poles in particle pbyalc,.' ODe finde that for ,mooth f the perturbed 

B-field dllDlPS out, 1m effect now called "Landau dampiDI". 

In 1955 N.G. Van Kampen [18l found 8OIuUone which are 

traveline waves for all time. Theee 8OIutione, however. are not 

..ooth and have the form c(x,v) = eila:[a ~_l_ + b I(V-vt]. ODe can 
v-v 

connect the two pictures by intecratinc over the Van Kampen modes. 

ODe finds that if the initial fO decreases with I v I, 

then the emutions to the linear equations 

remain bounded. If there are bumps in the distribution (beams) then 

one may find instabilities. In 1960 Penrose (19) found a criterion 

for stabUity Din, the arcwnent principle in locatiDi roots: there ie 

inetability when fO bas a local minimum V Bucb that 

I f ( v ) - f ( V) dv > O. 
(v_V)2 

It ie a delicate matter to 10 from neutral linear ,tability ,to 

stability of Bolutions of the full nonlinear equations. In 1958 

Berstein-Greene-Kruskal (20) discovered 80 called BGK modes. The 

density of the plasma is constant on level Burfaces of the Hamiltonian. 
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)f the Hamiltonian. 

These level curves may look like 

in a reference frame movins with the wave. The density variations 

exactly produce the electric field necessary to support themselves. 

These modes are smooth, but as the ampJitude rets smaller they may 

approach the {singular) Van Kampen modes. 

It is interesting to try to apply Arnold's stability criterion in 

this situation. His condition only applies at a regular point of the 

Poisson structure, since if the dimension of the symplectic leaves goes 

up when we perturb. there are more directions that we must check for 

instability. For example, the symplectic leaves for the Lie-Poisson 

•bracket on sHZ) look like: ~ Perturbing 

~ 
from the origin puts us on a Z dimensional leaf where the dynamics 

could take us far away. As in the regular point case, we need make 

no requirements on the Hamiltonian in directions transverse to the 

symplectic leaves in which the dimension doesn't change. 

In the plasma case at hand. the symplectic leaf has infinite 

codimension. It turns out that we can get by with restricting to only 

a codimension 2 surface, defined by level sets of two functions. 

Anything of the form I G{f(x,v)) dx dv is constant on coadioint orbits. 

For the first function we may choose the total number of particles

I f dx dv. With this choice, the Znd function is determined by the 

equilibrium point ~e are interested in. For the case of a Maxwellian 

distribution ae-v the function turns out to be the entropy:

I flog f dx dv. This is related to the fact that the distribution 

function which maximizes the entropy for given total partide number is 

the Gaussian. This line of thinking has only begun. and there is lots 

left to be done. 
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